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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been a great deal of research on questions of bounded- 
ness, stability, and oscillation of solutions to functional differential equations. 
This research, to a large degree, has been motivated by the increasing frequency 
with which such equations arise in the modeling of diverse physical, biological, 
and ecological phenomena (see, for example, May [22]). These models often 
give rise to equations which are of a very simple type, but which nevertheless 
exhibit quite complicated behavior. In spite of this, the vast majority of the 
literature deals with the local behavior of very general equations. There is a 
surprising lack of results of a nonlinear, global nature for the simplest differential 
delay equations. 
In a recent paper [18] we established a result of this type for the simplest 
possible differential delay equation, 
Y’W = --F(YP - 111, (1.1) 
where F(0) = 0, F: R + R is continuously differentiable and (d/dy) F(y) > 0 
for all y E R. We showed that if F’(0) > 42 and F(y) > -B for all y E R 
then there is an annulus A in the (y(t), y(t - 1)) plane whose boundary is 
a pair of orbits in R2 of slowly oscillating periodic solutions, and A is asymptoti- 
cally stable. The region of attraction of A includes all oscillating solutions 
which do not oscillate too quickly (in the sense that higher harmonics do 
oscillate too quickly). 
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The purpose of the present paper is twofold. First, we will establish an 
extension of this result to a broader class of differential delay equations, referring 
the reader to [18] for details whenever possible. In particular, we consider 
equations of the form 
r’(t) = -f(YP), Y@ - l)h (E) 
wheref(O, 0) = 0,f: R” + R is continuously differentiable and a/ayj(O, y) > 0. 
Second, we will simultaneously attempt to survey some of the nonlinear, global 
results which are known for (E). (For the linear theory of this equation and for 
references to the general theory of time-lag equations, see Bellman and Cooke [l], 
Driver, Sasser, and Slater [5], El’sgol’ts [6], Halanay [8], Halanay and Yorke [9], 
Hale [lo], Myskis [23], Yorke [27], and Yoshizawa [28].) 
The choice of this particular class of equations was motivated by simple 
mathematical models which apparently cannot be transformed into the form 
of Eq. (1.1). In particular, Professor A. Lasota and Dr. Wazewska modeled 
the size N(s) of the adult red blood cell supply in an animal as a function of time, 
s. The equation which arises in that model is 
N’(s) = pN(s) + pe-YN(s-h), s 2 0, P, P,Y, h > 0 W) 
(see [3] for a more complete discussion of the model). Under a suitable change 
of variables this equation may be transformed to 
x’(t) = -ax(t) + e-5(t-1), a > 0. (1.3) 
Equation (1.3) has a trivial periodic solution; namely, the constant solution 
x(t) = c, where c is the (unique) real root of the equation 
-ac + e-c = 0. 
The change of variables y = x - c now transforms (1.3) to 
y’(t) = -uy(t) - ac[l - e-Y(t-l)], (1.4) 
for which y 3 0 is a solution. Numerical studies of Lasota and Wazewska 
suggested the existence of a nontrivial periodic solution of (1.4) for small a. 
These oscillations correspond to blood supply variations observed over periods 
of weeks in certain trauma cases. Chow [3] was able to use a fixed point theorem 
of Browder to establish the existence of such a nontrivial periodic solution, 
provided a is suitably restricted. We will show that under these hypotheses 
there exists an asymptotically stable annulus in Rs whose boundary consists 
of a pair of nontrivial periodic orbits. All slowly oscillating solutions whose 
derivative is also slowly oscillating tend asymptotically to this annulus. 
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Similar results will hold for oscillations around the positive constant solution 
of the following generalized logistic equation occurring in population 
dynamics, 
x’(t) = x(t)[u - 6x(t) - cx(t - l)], a, 6, c > 0. (1.5) 
(see, for example, [22, p. 80, pp. 94-1001 f or cases where either b or c is 0). 
Equation (1.5) is transformable to (E) by letting y = ln(x/x,), where 
x,, = a/(6 $ c) is the positive constant solution of (1.5). 
For the cases of Eq. (E) discussed in this paper, the existence of periodic 
solutions (although not stability) can be demonstrated alternatively by using 
fixed point techniques established and developed by Jones [13], Grafton [7], 
Nussbaum [24, 251, Chow (31, and others. It is probably worth remarking that 
corresponding results for differential equations with more than one time delay 
are almost nonexistent. For equations 
x’(t) = -(l + x(t))@@ - 1) + cx(t - 2)), (1.6) 
x’(t) = -(I - .+))(bX@ - 1) + cx(t - 2)) (1.7) 
b, c > 0, even the question of existence of periodic solutions is unresolved. 
Many of the fixed point techniques which have been developed do apply to 
(1.6) and (1.7) (and, in fact, to true functional differential equations). However, 
in general, they only give local results instead of global results; for example, 
they provide the existence of periodic solutions of (1.7) for a “small” range 
of b and c. When c = 0, Eq. (1.7) has proved more tractable than (1.6), because 
there are always periodic solutions of period 4 for all b > ~r/2. Jones [ 151 showed 
that if b = c, and 6 is sufficiently large, then (1.7) always has a periodic solution 
of period 6. His proof depends strongly upon the fact that the period (namely 6) 
does not depend upon the value of b, and he conjectured that his method of 
proof would extend to the cases with b # c. In [19], Kaplan and Yorke explicitly 
obtain the periodic solutions of period 6 for (1.7) with b = c, as well as for 
related one and two lag equations, in terms of solutions of systems of autonomous 
differential equations without time delays. R. Nussbaum has proved (personal 
communication) that such techniques are not in general available for (1.7). 
He has found, for example, that if b = 2c, then the period of the supposed 
periodic solution must depend upon b. For b # 0, c # 0, periodic solutions 
of Eq. (1.6) have not been shown to exist under any conditions. Recently, Hale 
has used perturbation methods in the theory of local integral manifolds applied 
to some bifurcation problems [ll]. He has established the existence of periodic 
solutions of certain types of functional differential equations which are “close” 
to better understood equations. His work is applicable to certain multiple lag 
retarded equations, as well as some neutral equations. 
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2. MAIN RESULT 
Consider the scalar, autonomous differential delay equation 
X’(t) =-f(x(t), x(t - 1)). m 
Throughout the paper we will assume that f is continuously differentiable, 
and at various stages we will require some or all of the following hypotheses onf: 
f(O, 0) = 0, (2.1) 
WPYk Y) > 0 for all (x, y) E R2, (2.2) 
f(O, Y) > --B for some B > 0, (2.3) 
M 2 (VlW(x, Y> 3 0 for all (x, y) E R2 and for some M > 0. (2.4) 
Slowly Oscillating Solutions 
Denote by C = C(J, R) the set of all continuous functions mapping 
J = [--I, 0] into R. Let C, denote the set of all 4 E C satisfying 
+ has at most one zero on J, 
if + has a zero in (- 1, 0), then 4 must change sign there. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Ify(*) is a function defined on [t - 1, t] we will writeyJ*) to denote the function 
y,(s) = y(t + s), s E J. It was shown in [I 81 that the set C, is positively invariant 
for (1 .l). In that paper solutions of (1.1) for which y,(e) E C, for all t > to were 
said to be slowly oscillating. It is precisely these slowly oscillating solutions 
which constitute the region of attraction of the asymptotically stable periodic 
orbits whose existence was established [18]. Unfortunately, C, is not necessarily 
positively invariant for (E), so that it will be necessary for us to identify a subset 
of C, for study. This subset, which we will denote by C*l, will have the addi- 
tional property that solutions of (E) for which yt(*) E C,r will “almost” have 
slowly oscillating derivatives. This additional requirement was extraneous 
in [18] because of the fact that slowly oscillating solutions of (1 .l) automatically 
possess slowly oscillating derivatives (see [I 8, Proposition 2.11). 
Oscillatory behavior of solutions of (1.1) and (E) has also been considered 
by Kaplan [17]. In that paper, the focus is on solutions which, rather than 
being slowly oscillating, are “quickly oscillating” in the sense that the distance 
between successive zeroes converges to zero as t + co. It is shown if 1 F(X)! < 
L(1 + 1 x I), or /f(x, y)j ,( L(1 + 1 x 1 + / y I), then all quickly oscillating 
solutions of (1.1) or (E) must converge to zero as t -+ co. Lasota and Yorke [20] 
also examined oscillatory solutions of (1.1) and (E), although under stronger 
hypotheses. In particular, they require a uniform Lipschitz condition on F 
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in (1.1) and onf in (E). They show that there exists a lower bound, 2?r/L, for 
periods of periodic solutions of (1.1) or (E), where L is the Lipschitz constant. 
Nloreover, that bound is sharp. For related results, see also Li [21]. 
Let us now make more precise our previous remarks about the set C,l. 
DEFINITION. Let C,r denote the set of all those # E C, which satisfy the 
additional hypothesis 
+(tr) f 0 implies t, is not a local minimum of j 4(s)], t, E (-1,O). (2.7) 
Let D-y(t,,)[D+y(t,)] denote the one-sided left derivative [right derivative] 
of y at f, wherever it exists; that is, 
D-y(&) = lim Ybo) - YOO - 4 
h-O+ h 
Write y(t) = y(t; to , 4) to d enote the solution of (E) through (to, 4). The 
importance of C, 1 is indicated by the following “positive invariance” result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let # E C,l, and suppose that f satis$es (2.1)-(2.4). Suppose, 
further, that 
(i) HO) = 0, 
(ii) D-+(O) exists and is nonzero. 
(2W 
Then 
(a) yt E C,l for all t 3 t, ; 
(b) + is continuously d$wntiable and 4’ E C, , then yt has at most one 
zero on [-1, 0), and ifyt has a zero in (--I, 0) it must change sign there. 
Thus, part (b) asserts that yt’ is “almost” in C, . 
Proof of (a). Since (E) is autonomous, we may assume without loss of 
generality that to = 0. Now +(O) = 0, and 4 E C,l imply that q5 is of constant 
sign on [ - 1,O). Throughout the proof we will assume for the sake of definiteness 
that $(t) < 0 for t E [-I, 0). Observe that this forces D-+(O) > 0 by (E). 
The other case may be handled similarly. 
Proposition 2.1(a) will follow easily once we have established the following 
set of lemmas which isolate the principal components of the proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T denote the smallest positive zero of y(t). Then T > 1. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Suppose first that 0 < T < 1. Then, since y(t) > 0 
for 0 < t < T, and y(T) = 0, we must have y’(T) < 0. But y’(T) = 
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-f(y(T), y(T - 1)) = -f(O, y(T - 1)) where y(T - 1) = $(T - 1) < 0. It 
follows from hypotheses (2.1) and (2.2) that y’(T) = -f(O, $(T - 1)) > 0, 
a contradiction. 
Suppose next that T = 1. Then y’(1) = -f(y( I), y(0)) = 0. Moreover, 
since y(t) > 0 for 0 < t < 1, we must have that 
r’(t) < 0 for t < 1, 1 t - 1 j sufficiently small. 
Let or(t) = -f(y(t), y(t - 1)). Then 
(2.9) 
D-4) = -fl(Y(l), Y(O)) D-y(l) -fz(Y(l), Y(O)) D-Y(o) 
= -fdY(l), Y(O)) WV) < 0, 
where fr(x, y) = (i3j/ax)@~Y), fa(x, y) = (3f/8y)@*“). It follows that a(t) is 
decreasing in some small neighborhood to the left of t = 1. This, in turn, 
implies that 
y’(t) = a(t) > or(l) = 0 
for t < 1, 1 t - 1 1 sufficiently small, which contradicts (2.9). 
The fact that the first two nonnegative zeroes of y, namely t = 0 and t = T, 
are separated by more than one unit, immediately yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.3. yt satisjes (2.5) for 0 ,( t < T; that is, yt(*) has at most 
ooze zero on J. 
COROLLARY 2.4. y changes ign at t = T. 
Proof of Corollary 2.4. Simply observe that by Lemma 2.2, T - 1 > 0, 
so that y(T - 1) > 0. This implies that y’(T) = -f (0, y(T - I)) < 0, so 
that y changes sign at T. 
LEMMA 2.5. yt satis$es (2.7) for 0 < t < T. 
Proof ofLemma 2.5. Suppose Lemma 2.5 is false. Then, since y(t) > 0 
for t E (0, T), there must exist some t, , 0 < t, < T, such that 0 < y(tJ < y(t) 
for all t sufficiently close to t, . Since y(t) is a solution of (E), y is differentiable 
at t, . Thus y’(tJ = 0. Observe that this implies that t, < 1. Now, since y(tl) 
is assumed to be a local minimum ofy, it is not possible to have (t - tr) y’(t) < 0 
for all t near t, . 
CLAIM. Either y’(t) < 0 for all t < t, , t sufficiently near t, , or y’(t) > 0 
for all t > t, , t sufficiently near t, (or both). 
Proof of Claim. If the claim is false, then there must exist si , sz near t, , 
s1 < t, < s2 for which Y’(Q) = y’(sJ = 0. Of course, since y has a local 
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minimum at t, , y(s,) > y(tr) and y(s,) > y(tr) (see Fig. 2.1). NOW y’(sJ = 0 = 
-f(yh), Yh - 1)) implies f(y(~A As1 - 1)) = 0. Since Yh) > Y(h) > 0 
we must have y(s, - 1) < y(tr - 1). Similarly, we must have y(s2 - 1) < 
y(t, - 1). But this implies that y (and hence @) must have a local maximum 
on [--I, 01, which in turn must be a local minimum of 1 @ 1 (since @ is negative). 
This contradicts (2.7). 
FIGURE 2.1 
Having established our claim, let us suppose for definiteness that y’(t) > 0 
for all t > t, , t near t, . Choose t, < t, and E > 0 so that y’(t,) < 0 and 
y(t2) = y(tJ + E. Next, select ts > t, so that y(tJ = y(tl) + E = y(&). If F 
is sufficiently small it follows from the claim we established that this can always 
be done (see Fig. 2.2). Additionally, since y(tz) = y(tl) + E and y’(t,) < 0, it 
follows that there must exist t4 , 0 < t, < t, , such that y(&) = y(tz) = y(t3) 
and y’(t,) > 0. 
FIGURE 2.2 
Nowy’(t,) = -f(y(t3),y(t3 - 1)) > 0 impliesf(y(t,), y(ta - 1)) < 0. Thus 
y(t8 - 1) < 0 and t, - 1 < 0. Also, y(tz - 1) < 0 and y(t, - 1) < 0. But 
y’(t,) < 0, so that f(y(t,), y(tz - 1)) > 0. Th e monotonicity off with respect 
to its second variable, combined with the fact that y(tJ = y(t3), implies that 
y(t, - 1) > y(t3 - 1). SimiIarIy, y(tz - 1) > y(t, - 1). The continuity of $ 
implies that $ must assume a local maximum on [t4 , t3]. Since d(t) < 0 on 
[t4 , tJ this maximum is a strict local minimum of ) 4 1, contradicting (2.7). 
Proof of Proposition 2.1(a). If we now combine the results of Corollary 2.3, 
Corollary 2.4, and Lemma 2.5, we see that we have proven that yt E C,r for 
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0 < t < T. But yr also satisfies (2.8), by Corollary 2.4. If we now use the fact 
that y$+r(~; 0, 4) = yt(s; T, yr(*; 0, #)) we see that we must have yt E C,l 
for all t > 0. This completes the proof of (a). 
We require another technical lemma before we can give the proof of part (b). 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose Sp E C, . Then if tl , t, are strict local maxima of j y 1, 
then/t,-tt,I 31. 
Proof. Suppose that Lemma 2.6 is false. Since yt E C*l, by condition (2.7) 
we may have only positive local maxima of y and negative local minima of y. 
We will suppose, for definiteness, that y(tl) > 0 is a local maximum of y, 
y(tJ < 0 is a local minimum of y, t, < t, , and t, - t, < 1. Moreover, we may 
suppose that t, and t, are consecutive maxima of 1 y 1 (i.e., if t, < r < t, , then r 
does not furnish a strict local maximum of j y I). 
Now y’(tl) = y’(t,) = 0; y’(t) < 0 for all t, < t < t, , Moreover, since 
t, > 1, $ is continuously differentiable, and y is a solution of (E), we have that y” 
exists and is continuous in a neighborhood of t, , and y”(tJ > 0. (To see 
that t, > 1, observe that if t, < 0, since y(t,) < 0, y(0) = 4(O) = 0, yl(,) 
would have at least two zeroes on J, violating (2.3.) 
By the chain rule 
YW = -flfYftd? r(t.2 - 1)) YW -fi(YW, Y@z - 1)) YV, - 1) 
= --fi(Y(Q, r(tz - 1)) YVz - 1). 
We know that y“(t,) > 0. Suppose first that y”(t,) > 0. Then fi(x, y) = 
(a/ay)f(~, y) > 0, so that we must have y’(tz - 1) < 0. By assumption, 
t, - 1 < t, . Also 
0 = YW = -f(Y(t2), r(tz - 1)) 
implies y(tz - 1) > 0. Thus there must exist t, , t, - 1 < t, < t, , such that y 
has a local minimum at t3 . If y(tJ > 0, then (2.7) is violated. If y(s) = 0, 
then (2.6) is violated, while if y(tJ < 0, (2.5) is violated. In any case, therefore, 
t,--tt,>l. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that y”(t,) = 0. Then 
Y”(h) = -fi(r(tz>, r(tz - 1)) Y’(h - l>, 
which implies that y’(t2 - 1) = 0. Since we also have y’(tJ = 0 we must have 
t, - 1 = tl (or else we would violate our assumption that @’ E C,). 
Thus, we must have 1 t, - t, j > 1, and Lemma 2.6 is established. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1(b). From Lemma 2.6 it follows that it will suffice 
to show that y’(tl) = 0 implies t, is a strict local maximum of 1 y /. Suppose not. 
Then there exists some first t, such that y’(tl) = 0, and y has a point of inflection 
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at t, . A careful consideration of the form of Eq. (E), analogous to that employed 
previously in this proof, shows that y’(t) > 0 or y’(t) < 0 for all t in a small 
deleted neighborhood oft, . Let Tl < t, < T, , where Tl and T2 are consecutive 
zeroes of y. Thus Tl 3 0. Without loss of generality we suppose y(t) > 0 
for all t E (Tl , T,). 
Case 1. y’(t) < 0 for all t in a small deleted neighborhood of t, . 
In this case there exists t, , Tl < t, < t, < T, such that y(t.J is a strict local 
maximum of y. Since y has a point of inflection at t, , y”(tl) = 0. Thus 
Y’W = -h(Y(tl)? Yk - 1)) YW - fi(Y(hh r(t1 - 1)) Y’@l - 1) 
= -f2(Y(hh Y(h - 1)) Y(h - 1) = 0 
implies y’(tl - 1) = 0. Thus, if y(tl - 1) < 0, it is a strict local minimum of 
y(t). But t, - (tl - 1) < 1, which contradicts Lemma 2.1. If y(tl - 1) > 0, 
then we must have t, - 1 = t, . But in this case, since y(t.J > 0, y(tl) > 0, 
we would have y’(t,) = -f(y(Q, y(Q) < 0, a contradiction to the choice oft, . 
Case 2. y’(t) > 0 for all t in a small deleted neighborhood of t, . 
In this case there exists t, , Tl < t, < t, < T, such that y(t2) is a strict 
local maximum ofy. As in Case 1, we argue that since y”(tl) = 0, y’(tl - 1) = 0. 
In this case, therefore, the only possiblility is that y(tl - 1) is a local minimum 
of y. Thus, for E > 0 sufficiently small, y’(tr - 1 + c) > 0, y’(tl + c) > 0, 
and y”(tr + c) > 0. But 
r”(t1 + 4 = -fdYk t E), r(t1 + E - 1)) r’(t1 + 4 
-fdY& + 4, Y(4 + E - 1)) Y’k + E - 1) < 0, 
a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
Behavior of So&ions in the (y(t), y’(t)) Phase Plane 
Our principal results will be stated in terms of the behavior of solutions 
in the (y(t), y’(t)) plane. This differs somewhat from the analysis in our previous 
paper [18], in which we considered solutions of (1.1) in the (y(t), -y(t - 1)) 
plane. The choice of coordinates in that paper was not crucial because of our 
monotonicity requirements on F in (1.1). Here, however, our new choice of 
axes will result in a considerable simplification of the proof of the key Trajectory 
Crossing Lemma in Section 3. 
Let q(t) = (y(t), y’(t)), where y(t) is a solution of (E). Let d[*, -1 denote the 
usual Euclidean distance. We will only be able to study solutions for which 
yt 6 CL1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let S C R2 be closed. We will say that S is C,l-stubZe 
505/23/2-9 
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in R2 (for (E)) if for each E > 0 there exists a 6(r) > 0 such that when y is 
a slowly oscillating solution of (E) on [to, CO) (i.e., y, E C,l for all t > t,,) 
satisfying 
we have 
d[q(t), 81 < YE) for tE[tO,t,+l] 
4dth Sl < E for all t 3 t, . 
We will say that S is a C,l-gZobaZ attractor in RZ if for each solution y of (E) 
such that y1 E C,l for some t > 0, we have q(t) + S as t -+ CO. 
We say that S is C,‘-globally asymptotically stable if S is C,i-stable and is 
a C,l-global attractor. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For a periodic solution y of (E) we define the orbit of y 
in R2 by 0, = {q(t) : t E R}. We say y is a simple periodic solution of (E) if 0, 
is a simple closed curve. 
For a simple periodic solution the curve 0, separates the plane into two parts. 
We let Int 0, and Ext 0, denote the closures of the interior and exterior regions 
of the plane that are determined by the simple closed curve 0, , in accord with 
the Jordan Curve Theorem. 
DEFINITION 2.3. We say A C R2 is a periodic C,l-annuZus if there are simple 
periodic solutions x and y of (E), with 0, CInt 0, and with xt , yt E C,i for 
all t E R, such that A = Int 0, n Ext 0, . 
DEFINITION 2.4. We will say that the linear equation 
r’(t) = -w(t) - w(t - 1) (2.10) 
is unstable if there exists a solution‘y(t) of (2.10), defined on [to , CO), for which 
lim SUP~+~ 1 y(t)\ = co. For this particular equation, our notion of instability 
is equivalent to any of the standard definitions of instability. 
We may now state the principal result of this paper. Figure 2.3 below illustrates 
the conclusion of the Theorem. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let f: R2 - R satisfy (2.1)-(2.4). Suppose further, that the 
linear equation (2.10) is unstable, where a, and a2 denote the partial deriwatives 
fi(O, 0) and f,(O, 0), respectively. Then there is a periodic C,l-annulus A C R2 
which is C,l-globally asymptotically stable for (E). 
Remark 2.8. Conditions under which the linear equation (2.10) is stable 
or unstable are well known. In fact, define a mapping 
a: [T/2, 7r)3 [O, co) 
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FIGURE 2.3 
u(e) = 4 cot 8. 
Observe that a(?r/2) = 0, (J is onto and do/d@ > 0. It follows that u-l exists, 
and u-l maps [0, GO) onto [7r/2, .x). 
Conditions (2.2) and (2.4) now imply that a, > 0 and us > 0, where a, 
and us denote the partial derivatives in Theorem 2.7. It is easy to see that under 
these hypotheses, any solutiony(t) of(E) w ic h h is unbounded must be oscillatory. 
There must, therefore, be a sequence of zeroes {tn} with t, + CO. 
In these terms, Theorem 2.7 can be rephrased to assert the existence of a 
C,l-globally asymptotically stable periodic C,l-annulus A whenever 
u2 > u-l(ul) (2.11) 
or, equivalently, whenever -us cot us > a, . Observe that in the special case 
that (E) takes the form y’ = -f(y(t - l)), we have a, = fl(O, 0) = 0. Then 
u-l(O) = 7r/2, used in [18]. For a complete discussion of the stability and 
instability of (2.10) the reader is referred to El’sgol’ts [6, pp. 58, 591. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.7 
In order for us to establish Theorem 2.7, it will be necessary for us to examine 
the notion of one curve in R2 being “outside” of another curve. In particular, 
we are concerned with the behavior of oscillatory solutions of (E) in the 
(y(t), j(t)) plane. Our definitions are intended to produce two results. First, 
oscillatory solutions of (E) should have trajectories in the (y(t), j(t)) plane 
which “wind around the origin.” Second, if a solution x(t) oscillates more 
vigorously, in some sense, than another solution y(t), then the trajectory of x 
should lie “outside” the trajectory of y. 
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DEFINITION 3. I. A function x: I, -+ R is simply oscillatory on I if 
(i) I C 1, is an interval, and sup I = co, 
(ii) x is continuously differentiable on I, and 
t 
on l.(iii) h 
e set of zeroes of x in I is infinite, and the zeroes of x and x’ alternate 
Consider, for example, the portion of the simply oscillatory function described 
by x(t) = et sin t, t E [0, 27~1. It may be illuminating for what is to follow to 
compare the graph of this function on the usual (t, X) coordinate axes (Fig. 3.la) 
with its phase portrait in the (x(t), 2(t)) plane (Fig. 3.lb). 
(bl 
FIGURE 3.1 
Observe that, as desired, the trajectory of x in R” does wind around the origin 
in a clockwise direction, and as the amplitude of its oscillation increases, its 
trajectory in R2 is spiralling outward. 
Motivated by these considerations, we now have 
DEFINITION 3.2. Given r0 = (rl , rJ and so = (sr , s2) in R2, we say r,, 
is outside so if r,, # (0, 0), s,, # (0, 0), r,, # s0 and either of the following is 
satisfied: 
(9 r1 = Sl , IYPI > Is,l> and rSsz > 0; 
(ii) sa = 0, Ir1l 3 ISII, and YlSl > 0. 
(3.1) 
Observe that if s2 # 0 then the set of all r,, outside s, is an open vertical, half-line. 
If s2 = 0, the set of all r0 outside s,, is a closed half-plane minus s,, (which is 
on the boundary). 
The reasons for the choice of definition 3.2 are not immediately apparent, but 
hopefully will be clarified shortly. Suffice it for the moment to say that the most 
obvious choice of definition (i.e., r0 is outside s0 if both points lie on the same ray 
through the origin and j r0 I > I s0 / > 0) does not produce the type of perfor- 
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mance we demand from trajectories in the phase plane, even in the case that 
solutions are periodic. 
At the risk of being pedantic, let us consider another example which should 
shed considerable light on our choice of Definition 3.2. Consider again the 
function x(t) = et sin t, t E [0, 2771, as well as the function y(t) = Q sin Qt, 
t E [0, 4~/3]. These graphs are drawn together in Fig. 3.2. 
FIGURE 3.2 
In Fig. 3.3 both curves are drawn in the (x, a) plane. 
FIGURE 3.3 
Notice that the trajectory of x is completely outside that of y, in the usual 
sense of the word outside, in spite of the fact that the graph of x is not strictly 
above, or strictly below, that of y in Fig. 3.2. In fact, consider those points 
on the graphs of x and y at which t = h/3, for example. A simple calculation 
shows that the points (x(&/3), 3i’(47r/3)) and (y(&r/3),9(4~/3)) are not comparable 
in the sense of Definition 3.2. Neither point lies outside the other. Of course, 
this is due to the fact that these solutions are out of phase with each other. 
Nevertheless, we desire the trajectory of x to be considered as outside the 
trajectory of y, as in Fig. 3.3. With these remarks in mind, we may proceed. 
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Let 44 = (r&3, r&)) and s(t) = (sr(t), s,(t)) be curves in I?‘. Suppose 
r: I, + R2, s: I, -+ R2 are differentiable, where I, and I, are intervals. 
DEFINITION 3.3. We say r / Ir is outside s 1 I, if there exists a continuous, 
nondecreasing function T: I, -+ I, such that T(I,) = I, and r(t) is outside 
s( T(t)) for all t E I, . 
Thus, the reparameterization T is intended to eliminate the problem of the 
curves being out of phase. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we will suppose that x and y are 
simply oscillatory functions on [tr , CO) and [T, , GO). We will let 
r(t) = (x(t), “(Q, s(t) = (r(t), Y(t)>* 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let x and y be simply oscillatory functions on [t, , CYJ) and 
V’l> 03)~ respectively, and assume that r(tl) is outside s(T,). Then there exists W, 
t, < w ,( co, and a function T: [tl , W) + [T, , CO) such that 
T is continuous, nondecreasing, T(t,) = T1 , and r(t) is outside 
s( T(t)) for t, < t < W. (3.2) 
Furthermore, if w is chosen as large as possible, T is uniquely determined by (3.2), and 
If w < CO, then T can be continuously defined at w and r(w) = s(T(w)). (3.3) 
Ifw = co, then T(t)+ co as t -+ CO. (3.4) 
We will omit the proof of Proposition 3.1, as it is almost identical to the 
corresponding proof in [18]. 
Remark 3.2. Let x and y be as given in Proposition 3.1. Assume for some 
t, < t, , T, < T3 , that x(a) and y(e) are strictly increasing on [t2 , t3] and 
[T, , T3], respectively, and x(tJ = y( TJ, i = 2, 3. Assume T has already been 
defined on [tl , t,], and that T(t,) = T, . Then we may construct T explicitly 
as follows. 
Let a = x(ta) = y(T,) and b = x(ta) = y(T,). Since y is strictly mono- 
tonically increasing on [T, , T3], y has a continuous, monotonically increasing 
inverse 7y , rl/: [a, b] -+ [T, , TJ. Then 7y * x: [t2 , t3] -+ [T, , TJ and x(t) = 
(y o ry 0 x)(t), for all t E [t2 , a], where 0 denotes composition. Thus, on [t2 , t3] 
we have 
T(a) = (TV 0 x)(e). (3.4) 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let x and y be simply oscillatory solutions of (E). Suppose 
that I, and I, are bounded, nonempty, open intervals. Assume that x 1 I, is outside 
Y I 4 ) and that y is monotonic on I, . Then 
length I, < length IU . (3.5) 
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Proof. Since y is monotonic on I, , and I, is open, we must have Y’(T) # 0 
for 7 E Iv . It follows from Definition 3.2 that x must also be monotonic on 1, . 
By Definition 3.3 there exists a continuous nondecreasing function T: I, ---f I, 
such that T(IJ = I, and r(t) is outside s(T(t)) for t E IS . In this case, that 
means that x(t) = y(T(t)), and either 0 < y’(T(t)) < x’(t) or x’(t) < y’(T(t)) < 0. 
Either way, 
T’(t) = x’(t)/y’(T(t)) > 1 for t 151% . 
It now follows that 
length I, = I 1 . dt < j T’(t) nt = length I, . 
1, I, 
The purpose of the preceding discussion has been to enable us to prove the 
following key lemma. Roughly speaking, it states conditions under which 
two trajectories of(E) will never cross in the (x(t), k(t)) plane. 
LEMMA 3.4. (Trajectory Crossing Lemma). Let x and y be simply oscillatory 
solutions of (E). Assume that xt , yr E C,l for all t 3 t, , T 2 T,, , and the sets 
of zeroes of x and y are both infinite. Assume for some t, and T1 satisfying 
t, 3 t, + 1, Tl > To + 1 (3.6) 
that either x 1 [t, , tl) is outside y j [T,, , TJ or that x j (to, tl] is outside y j (T, , TJ. 
Then x 1 (to , co) is outside y 1 (T, , co). 
Proof. Let T be the function of Proposition 3.1. Then if the conclusion 
of the Trajectory Crossing Lemma is false there must exist w < co such that 
r(w) = s(T(o~)). 
Thus, 
x(w) = Y(%N and k(w) = j( T(w)) (3.7) 
and, by using (E) together with the monotonicity off in its second argument, 
X(OJ - 1) = y(T(w) - 1). (3.8) 
Let t, denote the largest number such that x 1 (tz , o) is outside y 1 (T(W) - 
1, T(w)). By our hypotheses, t, >, w - 1. 
CLAIM 1. x is not monotonic on (w - 1, w). 
To see this, suppose first that y is not monotonic on (T(w) - 1, T(w)). Then, 
by the definition of outside, x is not monotonic on (tz , w), and thus cannot 
be monotonic on (W - 1, w) [see Fig. 3.4a). 
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Suppose, on the other hand, that y is monotonic on (T(w) - 1, T(w)). Then x 
is monotonic on (ta , w), and x 1 (ta , w) is outside y 1 (T(w) - 1, T(w)). By 
Proposition 3.3, 
w - t, < T(w) - (T(w) - 1) 
or, 
w - 1 < t,. (3.9) 
But x(tJ = y(T(w) - 1) by the definition of outside. Utilizing (3.8), we find 
that x(tJ = x(w - 1). Since w - 1 < t, by (3.9) it follows that x cannot be 
monotonic on (w - 1, w), establishing our claim (see Fig. 3.4b). 
1 rU=s(T (w)) 
FIGURE 3.4 
In order to complete our proof we will assume for the sake of definiteness 
that $(w - 1) < 0 < &(w). The case in which the signs are reversed is similar 
and is omitted. (Observe that no other possibilities can occur, since x can have 
at most one sign change on any interval of length 1, and by the claim just 
established, it must have precisely one.) 
CLAIM 2. 3i(w - 1) < $(7’(w) - 1). 
Ify is monotonic on (T(w) - 1, T(w)), thenj(T(w) - 1) > 0. By assumption, 
A(W - 1) < 0, so that Claim 2 holds. 
Suppose, therefore, that y is not monotonic on (T(w) - 1, T(w)). By (3.7), 
X(W - 1) = y(T(w) - 1). By the definition of T we also have x(, - 1) = 
y(T(w - l)), so that in this case we must have T(w) - 1 = T(w - 1). By 
hypothesis, x / (w - 1, w) is outside y 1 (T(w - l), T(w)), where x(u - 1) = 
~(T(uJ - 1)). We must therefore have 
R(OJ - 1) <j(T(w - 1)) =j(T(w) - 1) < 0. 
We have thus established Claim 2. 
In order to complete our proof, let us consider S(t) = n(t) - j( T(t)). Since 
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x 1 (W - 1, w) is outside y j (Z’(UJ - l), T(w)) we must have 8(t) > 0 for 
t < w and t near w, while 8(w) = 0. Thus (d/dt) S(t) Itzw & 0. Now 
If we now set t = W, and make use of (3.7) and (3.8) we find that (djdt) S(t) = 
f&r(w), x(w - l))[ 9(?‘(w) - 1) - $(w - l)], where we have also used the 
fact that T’(w) = x’(w)/y’(lr(w)) = 1. Since fi(x, y) > 0 for all (x, y) E RZ 
by (2.2), the only way in which we may have (d/dt) 8(t) ltzw < 0 is to have 
j(T(w) - 1) - 3i(w - 1) < 0. This contradicts Claim 2, however, and completes 
our proof. 
DEFINITION 3.4. We say the oscillatory solution x spirals outward on 
[t,, , co) if x ( [tr , CO) is outside x / [t, , CO), where t, is the second zero of x 
after t, . 
We say x spiraZs inward on [t, , CD) if x 1 [I, , co) is outside x / [tr , co), 
where t, is the second zero of x after t, . 
Let us now return to the consideration of the linearized version of the differ- 
ential equation (E), 
x’(t) = -a&t) - a,x(t - I), (3.10) 
where a, = fr(0, 0) > 0 and a2 = f,(O, 0) > 0. If (3.10) is unstable then there 
must exist at least one complex root h = c + di of the characteristic equation 
h = -a, - aZe-A with positive real part. Moreover, we can choose h so that 
p/2 < d < V. It follows that ect sin dt is a real solution of (3.10). Consider 
the initial condition 
4, = peCt sin(dt), tE [-l,O]. 
Let ~(t, p) denote the solution of (3.10) with initial condition 4,) and y(t, p) 
denote the solution of (E) with the same initial condition. Obviously, x(t, p) 
spirals outward on [0, 00). In addition, for any p, we know that x~(*, p) and 
yt(*, p) are in C*r, by Proposition 2.1. 
DEFINITION 3.5. We say (E) is oscillutorilly unstable if its linearization is 
unstable. 
Now define P = {y : y is a periodic solution of (E) and y1 E: C,r for all t}. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let f sutisfr (2.1) (2.2), and (2.4). Suppose (E) is oscillatorilly 
unstable. Then either 
Of 
P # $; in fact, there exists Z,!J E P such that Ext 0, is C,l-globally 
asymptotically stable, (3.11) 
every solution y of (E) for which yt E C,l for all t > t, satisfies 
I Y(s)1 + i j(S)1 + 03 m S + co. (3.12) 
Proof. Since (E) is oscillatorilly unstable, (3.9) is unstable, so that if t, 
is the second positive zero of x(., p) then x(*, p) 1 [tl - 1, tl] is outside 
x(., p) ) [- 1, 01, and, since the equation is linear, t, is independent of p for 
p > 0. Since 
If (% Y) - a,x - %Y I = O(l x I + I Y 9, (3.13) 
y(t, p)/p --+ x(t, 1) as p --f 0 uniformly on compact sets. Hence it follows that 
if p is sufficiently small, there exists some fi close to t, such that 
is outside y(*, p) j [ -1, 01, where we recall that y(*, p) denotes the solution of(E) 
through 4. Moreover, since yt(*, p) E C,l, we must have t; is the second positive 
zero of y(t, p). By the Trajectory Crossing Lemma we must have that 
is outside y(., p) ] [ - 1, CO). Thus y spirals outward on [ - 1, CO). 
Suppose now that there exists some p for which the graph of y(t, p) is bounded 
on E-1, co) in R2. It follows that, since y spirals outward, there is a simple 
closed curve in R2 which is the positive limit set of the trajectory of y(t, p). 
The proof that this curve is, in fact, the graph of ($(t), 4(t)) where 4 E P, and 
that Ext 0, is C,i-globally asymptotically stable follows as in the proof of 
[18, Lemma 4.21. Thus (3.11) holds. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that the graph of y(t, p) is unbounded in R2 for 
t E [-1, co), for every p > 0. Then eachy[t, p) satisfies ] y(t, p)I + 1 j(t, p); --f CO 
as t + co. Lety be any other simply oscillatory solution of(E). Supposey(0) = 0. 
Choose p sufficiently small that y(t, p) / [0, l] is inside y 1 [0, 11. By the 
Trajectory Crossing Lemma, y / [0, CO) is outside y(., p) 1 [0, CO), and thus 
I y(s)1 + I j(s)1 - a as s - a. 
The idea that the instability of the zero solution may be exploited to establish 
the existence of periodic solutions was introduced by Jones [13] and was used 
more recently by Chow [3] who applied a fixed point theorem of Browder for 
maps with an ejective fixed point. In two recent papers [24, 251, Nussbaum has 
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applied new fixed point theorems, sometimes for noncompact maps, to establish 
the existence of periodic solutions for certain autonomous functional differential 
equations, including some of neutral type. These existence results employ 
a cone of initial functions closely related to our C,l. The results in [25] were 
motivated by results in [19] in which periodic solutions are shown to exist 
for (1 .l) when F is odd, and for (E) when f(~, y) = g(x) + g(y), and g is odd. 
The techniques in [25] are considerably more sophisticated than those in [19]. 
Boundedness of Trajectories 
In order to establish the existence of a stable periodic orbit it is now sufficient 
to prove that solutions are bounded. The following lemma and corollary will 
serve that end. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let y be a solution of(E) on [to - 1, CO) and suppose that yt E C,l 
for all t > t, . Then y is simply oscillatory. Define 
B, = sup{\ f(0, v)l : -cc < w < B} 
where B is given in (2.3). Then if 72 denotes the second zero of y on [to , co), then 
I y(t)1 < 4 for all t > 72 . 
The proof of Lemma 3.6 is identical to the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [18], and 
is omitted. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let f satisfy (2.1)-(2.4). Then (3.10) holds. Moreover, 
there exists a “smallest” h E P, in the sense that for all w E P, Ext 0, r) Ext 0, . 
The fact that (3.10) holds is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 
3.6. The existence of a smallest X E P follows by applying the arguments of 
[lS, Lemma 4.21. 
The use of condition (2.3) to imply the ultimate boundedness of solutions 
for a differential delay equation was first used implicitly by Kakutani and 
Marcus [16], and later by Jones [13, 141. Sufficient conditions for boundedness 
of all solutions of (E), or the simpler Eq. (l.l), have not been well studied. 
Neither have the consequences of the boundedness of such solutions been well 
studied, although here some results do exist. In the book by Yoshizawa [28] 
there is a discussion of the uniform boundedness and uniform ultimate bounded- 
ness of solutions of general delay equations. Recently, Chow [2] showed that 
unlike scalar ordinary differential equations, boundedness of all solutions of 
a scalar delay equation may not necessarily imply the existence of a critical 
point, except under very special circumstances. Such results are still fragmentary. 
Cooke and Yorke have studied the special case when (E) takes the form 
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x’(t) = g(x(t)) - g(x(t - 1)). Assuming only thatg is continuously differentiable, 
it is shown in [4] that all bounded solutions approach constants as t -+ co. 
When / g 1 is bounded, such as is the case when modeling gonorrhea epidemics, 
all solutions are bounded. 
We now show that if (E) has all solutions eventually bounded in the sense 
of Lemma 3.6, then either all solutions spiral inward to a topological disc 
bounded by a periodic solution, or all solutions go to 0. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let f satisfy (2.1)-(2.4). Then either 
OY 
there exists a 9 E P such that Int 0, is C,l-globally asymptotically 
stable, (3.14) 
every solution y of (E) for which yt E C’,l for all t > t, satisJies 
ly(s>! + I~(S)/-tO~S~ c.0. (3.15) 
Proof. Let us first establish the existence of a slowly oscillating solution 
which spirals inward. To do this, let A, be chosen sufficiently large that 
e-MA, > 2B,, where B, is given in Lemma 3.6. Define y to be the solution 
of (E) for which y(t) = A, for t E [-I, 01. Observe that yt E C,l for all t > 0. 
It follows from the fact that (8f /3x)(x, y) < M in hypothesis (2.4) that 
(I y(t)j2 + j P(t)l”)” > 2B, for t E [0, 11. By Lemma 3.6 we must have 
[I y(t)i2 + 1 $(t)12]* < 2B, < 2A, for t > 72 , where Q-~ is the second positive 
zero of y. Thus y / [0, l] must be outside y 1 [~a, 72 + 11. It follows from the 
Trajectory Crossing Lemma that y spirals inward on [0, a). If the orbit of y 
in R2 is bounded away from the origin then (3.14) holds, while if I y(t)1 + 
1 j(t)1 + 0, then (3.15) holds. These assertions follow as in the proof of Theorem 
3.5. 
COROLLARY, 3.9. Let f satsiyy (2.1)-(2.4). If (E) is oscillatorily unstable, then 
P # 4 and (3.14) holds, Moreovu, there exists a “largest” # E P in the sense that 
for all w E P, Int 0,1 Int 0, . 
Corollary 3.2 is established by using the methods of [18, Lemma 4.31. 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Using Corollary 3.7 and 3.9, simply let 
A = Ext 0, n Int 0,. 
Then A is a periodic C 
. . l annulus and rt 1s C,l-globally asymptotically stable 
since Ext 0 A and Int 0 *,A * . 
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